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I. INTRODUCTION
Gig workers have been on the frontlines of the coronavirus pandemic, providing essential
services like grocery shopping, transportation, and food delivery. Yet many encountered
difficulties because they lacked protective equipment, had neither benefits or sick days, and
would likely not be able to receive worker’s compensation if they became ill.1 Gig workers also
encountered difficult situations with the customers they were helping to serve. For example, a
Lyft driver wrote about his experiences, noting that many of the riders refused to wear masks,
and in fact resented him for attempting to enforce Lyft’s safety rules.2 Some of these passengers
were too drunk to drive themselves, and did not seem to have the coordination to put on a mask. 3
Other passengers were capable of following the rules, yet felt that the pandemic was a hoax or
that the mask rules did not apply to them. Some drivers threw up their hands and gave up on
masks because they needed the income so desperately; but as they did so, they knew they were
taking risks with their health. 4
Indeed, that particular gamble has sometimes led to tragic results. At the beginning of the
pandemic, Uber driver Khalid Zayyid, who used to work almost eighty hours per week on the
platform, decided to stay close to home because of his pre-existing health conditions.5 But as the
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1
Gig Workers Face the Spread of the New Coronavirus with No Safety Net, WASH. POST (Feb.
29 2020), https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2020/02/29/gig-workers-face-spreadnew-coronavirus-with-no-safety-net/.
2
Peter Jakubowicz, Diary of a Lyft Driver during COVID: “He says he’s not wearing a mask to
ride in a car,” THE GUARDIAN, (Nov. 19, 2020),
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2020/nov/19/diary-lyft-driver-covid-coronavirus.
3
Id. (recounting an instance in which a drunken passenger tried to use a package of cigarettes as
mask and other passengers wore children’s masks, not covering their faces and mouths).
4
Id. See also Kate Conger et al., Pandemic Erodes Gig Economy Work, N.Y. TIMES (Mar. 18,
2020), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/18/technology/gig-economy-pandemic.html (noting
difficulty faced by rideshare drivers due to a lack of tourism and airplane flights).
5
Shauna Hussain, This Uber Driver Died of COVID-19, L.A. TIMES, Nov. 1, 2020,
https://www.latimes.com/business/technology/story/2020-11-01/prop-22-uber-driver-covid-19death-benefits-workers-comp.
1

months went by, and bills began to accumulate, Zayyid returned to driving for Uber.6 Zayyid
told his family about riders who refused to wear masks. Just a week after returning to work,
tragically Zayyid fell ill with COVID-19 and died shortly thereafter.7 Uber claimed that since
Zayyid was an independent contractor, no worker’s compensation or death benefits would be
available to his family. In response, activists held a candelight vigil outside of Uber’s San
Francisco corporate headquarters to protest the deaths of Khalid Zayyid and other rideshare
drivers from COVID-19.8
During the coronavirus pandemic approximately forty percent of U.S. workers shifted
from in-person work to working remotely from home. 9 But many “frontline” jobs could not be
done remotely. That necessary component of public contact has led to the risk of exposure for
these workers.10 Thousands of healthcare workers have been sickened and died.11 Grocery store
clerks and cashiers have found themselves in close contact with the public, and they too have

6

Id.
Id.
8
Activists hold candlelit vigil outside Uber HQ for delivery drivers who died during the
pandemic, RT (Dec. 23, 2020), https://www.rt.com/news/510530-activists-vigil-delivery-driverscovid/. See also Dugan Arnett & Nestor Ramos, Against this Enemy, Youth Wasn’t Enough;
Friends and Family Aren’t Sure Where Riley Rumrill Contracted the Virus that Killed Him,
BOSTON GLOBE (Apr. 2, 2020) (recounting story of 31-year-old Uber driver who died of
COVID).
9
May Wong, Stanford Research Provides a Snapshot of a New Working-from-Home Economy,
STANFORD NEWS (June 29, 2020), https://news.stanford.edu/2020/06/29/snapshot-new-workinghome-economy/ (quoting Stanford economist David Bloom, who estimated over forty-two
percent of the country’s workers transitioned to remote work during the pandemic).
10
James J. Brudney, Forsaken Heroes: COVID-19 and Frontline Essential Workers, 48
FORDHAM URB. L.J. 1, 2 (2020) (recounting instances of grocery store workers, bus drivers, and
meatpacking workers becoming ill from COVID-19).
11
Lost on the Frontline: Thousands of US Healthcare Workers Have Died Fighting COVID-19,
THE GUARDIAN (Feb. 10, 2021), https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/nginteractive/2020/dec/22/lost-on-the-frontline-our-findings-to-date (counting 3,500 deaths from
COVID-19 and noting that nurses were especially impacted).
7
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fallen ill. 12 Cleaners,13 bus drivers,14 and nursing home attendants15 have all risked their health to
complete their work. And workers in the meatpacking industry, forced to share close quarters
with each other have resulted in contagion and worker death, while the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA) was largely absent in enforcing workplace safety rules.16 Even
more shockingly, supervisors and managers at one meatpacking plant organized a winner-takeall betting pool to wager on how many employees would catch COVID-19.17
And being present, in person, was a requirement for many gig work jobs too. Whether it
was grocery shopping for Instacart, delivering food and restaurant meals for DoorDash, or
picking up and delivering packages for Shipt, gig workers kept showing up and working hard to
make sure that meals, supplies, and groceries got to the people who needed them. 18 In fact,
many gig platforms were busier than ever and many gig workers were working even longer

See, e.g. Brittany Shammas & Hannah Knowles, A Trader Joe’s Employee Called for Stronger
Coronavirus Measures. The Company Fired Him, WASH. POST. (Feb. 28, 2021),
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2021/02/28/trader-joes-fired-employeecoronavirus/?utm_campaign=wp_main&utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook&fbclid=I
wAR0BTl4TogOY9U6_oGWjZmwtx0kR7wvks4BlU0ms7kd7ltDESo9I3jbL3MQ; Russell
Redman, UFCW: Over 11,500 Grocery Workers Affected in First 100 Days of Pandemic,
SUPERMARKET NEWS (June 26, 2020) (reporting that UFCW union reported that 82 grocery store
clerks had died from COVID-19).
13
See e.g. Marianna Brady, Coronavirus: Are Hospital Cleaners Forgotten Heroes in this Crisis,
BBC News, (April 20, 2020), https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-52359101; Pat EatonRobb, Cleaners risk health to work during pandemic, then lose jobs, AP NEWS (May 1, 2020).
14
See, e.g. Michael Levinson, 11 Days After Fuming About a Coughing Passenger, a Bus Driver
Died from the Coronavirus, N.Y. TIMES, (April 4, 2020),
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/04/us/detroit-bus-driver-coronavirus.html; Kristen Griffith,
“We can’t drive a school bus virtually,” Caroll County Bus Drivers Express Health, Safety
Concerns, CAROLL COUNTY T., Jan. 6, 2021.
15
See, e.g. Tanya Lewis, Nursing Home Workers Had One of the Deadliest Jobs of 2020,
SCIENTIFIC AMER., (Feb. 18, 2021), https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/nursing-homeworkers-had-one-of-the-deadliest-jobs-of-2020/; Nursing Home Workers Risk Health, Lives
During Pandemic, WASH. POST, Jun. 29, 2020.
16
Many Say OSHA Not Protecting Workers during COVID-19 Pandemic, NPR HEALTH (July 4,
2020), https://www.npr.org/2020/07/04/887239204/many-say-osha-not-protecting-workersduring-covid-19-pandemic; See also Emily A. Benfer et al, Health Justice Strategies to Combat
the Pandemic: Eliminating Discrimination, Poverty, and Health Disparities During and After
COVID-19, 19 YALE J. HEALTH POL’Y L. & ETHICS 122, 146 (2020).
17
Laurel Wamsley, Tyson Foods Fires 7 Plant Managers Over Betting Ring on Workers Getting
COVID-19, NPR (Dec. 16, 2020), https://www.npr.org/sections/coronavirus-liveupdates/2020/12/16/947275866/tyson-foods-fires-7-plant-managers-over-betting-ring-onworkers-getting-covid-19; Joshua Rhett Miller, Tyson Foods Manager Fired for COVID Betting
Pool Calls it “Something fun,” N.Y. POST (Dec. 29, 2020), https://nypost.com/2020/12/29/firedtyson-manager-calls-covid-pool-simply-something-fun/.
18
Michelle Cheng, How the Pandemic Made Instacart “Essential,” QUARTZ (Dec. 5 2020),
https://qz.com/1940943/how-instacart-became-essential-in-the-pandemic/.
12
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hours.19 Instacart hired over 300,000 workers to handle the increased business that they saw on
the platform.20 Rideshare drivers, on the other hand, sometimes struggled. Although demand
was up because people avoided public transportation, on the other people were not traveling by
air nearly as much and so the mainstay of providing rides to and from the airport were no longer
as much in demand. During the pandemic, gig work positions were considered “essential work”
under state and federal guidelines, and as such the gig workers were labeled “essential
workers.”21
Similar stories have played out around the world. Chinese delivery drivers were initially
hailed as heroes for their role in helping to maintain a quarantine area around Wuhan. 22 As the
virus spread around the world, however, gig workers delivering food and necessary supplies
began to feel increasingly vulnerable. French delivery workers on the UberEats platform noted
that the company offered additional promotions that may have encouraged multiple trips and
risked violating lockdown orders.23 Between that and a lack of personal protective equipment,
the gig delivery drivers complained that they were being turned into “cannon fodder.”24 A report
Yuliya Chernova, The Coronavirus Pandemic – Making It Work: Gig Worker Balances Big
Paydays Against Risks, WALL ST. J., Mar. 21, 2020.
20
Alexandra Sternlicht, Instacart Wants to Hire 3000,000 Shoppers to Help Meet Coronavirus
Demand, FORBES (Mar. 23, 2020),
https://www.forbes.com/sites/alexandrasternlicht/2020/03/23/instacart-wants-to-hire-300000shoppers-to-help-meet-coronavirus-demand/?sh=69ecf5672213. During the initial lockdowns of
March and April 2020, the pandemic and the highly contagious nature of the coronavirus turned
simple, everyday tasks, like grocery shopping, into a difficult ordeal. Rather than worry about
exposure and contagion, customers flocked to grocery delivery services, mailed meal plans, and
restaurant meal delivery. Restaurants, facing spacing and capacity restrictions on indoor dining,
turned to curbside pickup and various delivery services to continue their operations. And in turn,
customers turned to on-demand platforms to delivery these pre-made meals and prepared foods.
Platforms, including Uber Eats, DoorDash, and Grubhub, faced an increasing demand for their
services. Gig shoppers at various other stores saw the need for their services rise and on-demand
transactions facilitated many purchases that kept people supplied and the U.S. economy running.
21
See Part III, infra; See also U.S. DEP’T OF HOMELAND SEC., CYBERSEC. & INFRASTRUCTURE
SEC. AGENCY, ADVISORY MEMORANDUM ON IDENTIFICATION OF ESSENTIAL CRITICAL
INFRASTRUCTURE WORKERS DURING COVID-19 RESPONSE (May 19, 2020),
https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/Version_3.0_CISA_Guidance_on_Essential
_Critical_Infrastructure_Workers_1.pdf [hereinafter IDENTIFICATION OF ESSENTIAL CRITICAL
INFRASTRUCTURE WORKERS] (defining essential workers).
22
Charlie Campbell, These Delivery Drivers are Risking Their Health to Keep China Running
During the Coronavirus Epidemic, TIME (Mar. 16, 2020), https://time.com/5803803/chinadelivery-driver-ecommerce-covid19/.
23
Francine Aizicovici, “On est de la chair a canon”: les livreurs de repas a domicile inquiets
face au coronavirus, LE MONDE (Mar. 19, 2020),
https://www.lemonde.fr/economie/article/2020/03/19/coronavirus-on-est-de-la-chair-a-canon-sinsurge-maxime-livreur-a-velo_6033665_3234.html.
24
Elisa Braun, et al., Coronavirus Pandemic Leaves Gig Economy Workers Exposed, POLITICO,
(Mar. 19, 2020), https://www.politico.eu/article/coronavirus-pandemic-leaves-gig-economyworkers-exposed/.
19
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by Sydney, Australia’s Centre for Work Health and Safety noted that gig workers were often in
serious traffic accidents, feared to report dangerous conditions, and received only limited safety
help from the platforms they worked for during the pandemic. 25 South Korean delivery and gig
workers have literally worn themselves out, with a dozen dying on the job from long hours and
exhaustion, a phenomena known as gwarosa, precipitated by the increase in deliveries during the
pandemic. 26 The World Economic Forum reported that over 70 percent of gig workers felt
abandoned by their platforms, and were unhappy with the safety measures and support that were
offered to them. 27 Other gig workers felt the pressure to “work sick” 28 since platforms only pay
workers when the task or gig is completed, not a salary that allows for sick days.
This is what I am term the “essential worker paradox.” On the one hand, the labor of gig
workers had been recognized as being absolutely critical during the pandemic. On the other
hand, gig workers have been treated by the law as outside the bounds of employment protection.
Due to the nuances of the law surrounding employment classification, gig workers have been
kept from employment status and its protections, including minimum wage, the right to join a
union, and basic statutory benefits. 29 The misclassification issues trace back to the nature and
design of computer-intermediated work and how it has not been recognized as true
employment.30 The stark difference in treatment between gig workers and regular employees was
unfair before the pandemic, but in light of gig workers’ tremendous sacrifices during the
coronavirus pandemic, the differential treatment now is indefensible. Indeed, with so many fulltime employees using apps and platforms to help them accomplish their work, the distinctions
Tom Rabe, “We have no protection,”: Abuse, dangerous conditions beset Sydney’s Gig
Economy, THE SYDNEY MORNING HERALD (Nov. 10, 2020),
https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/we-have-no-protection-abuse-dangerous-conditionsbeset-sydney-s-gig-economy-20201109-p56cxy.html.
26
Choe Sang-Hun, Delivery Workers in South Korea Say They’re Dying of “Overwork,” N.Y.
TIMES, Dec. 15, 2020 (noting that on-demand couriers have been excluded from the protection of
the laws and that businesses and customers demand “bullet speed”). See also Harold Thibault,
“C’est sans fin, je suis vraiment epuise,”: en Coree du Sud, des livreurs meurent litteralement de
surmenage, LE MONDE (Dec. 1, 2020), https://www.lemonde.fr/economie/article/2020/12/01/cest-sans-fin-je-suis-vraiment-epuise-le-surmenage-un-risque-majeur-pour-les-livreurs-sudcoreens_6061716_3234.html.
27
Josephine Moulds, Gig workers among the hardest hit by coronavirus pandemic, WORLD
ECONOMIC FORUM, (Apr. 21, 2020), https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/04/gig-workershardest-hit-coronavirus-pandemic/.
28
Naomi Ishisaka, Gig workers fall through the public health safety net as coronavirus spreads
in Washington, SEATTLE TIMES, (Mar. 9, 2020), https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/gigworkers-fall-through-the-public-health-safety-net-as-covid-19-spreads/.
29
Miriam A. Cherry, Beyond Misclassification: The Digital Transformation of Work, 37 COMP.
LAB. L. & POL’Y J. 577, 581 (2016).
30
Juan Carlos Alvarez de la Vega, et al., The Gig Economy in Times of COVID-19: Designing
for Gig Workers’ Needs, Microsoft Research Position Paper, MICROSOFT RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM
ON THE NEW FUTURE OF WORK, (Aug. 5-7, 2020), https://www.microsoft.com/enus/research/uploads/prod/2020/07/NFW-Alvarez-de-la-Vega-et-al.pdf (noting that the issue may
be one of app and computer design, but that programmers should also be designing software not
just for companies or customers, but also to look out for the interests of gig workers).
25
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and categories make even less sense now. Indeed, for the last decade, in jurisdictions around the
world, gig workers have been suing to claim employee status.31 Paid by the task, and managed
by algorithms that can automatically deactivate an account, gig employment is amongst the most
precarious types of work in the U.S. economy. 32 With no job security, and in fact automatic
deactivation from many apps, and no rights under employment law, and a lack of benefits, gig
workers have long been marginalized by the view that their work exists only for the sake of
convenience, that it is a side-hustle, and in some instances completely invisible, by the very
nature of the tasks that these workers do.33
But the meal delivery driver, the on-demand grocery shopper, and the on-demand package
deliverer are not on the margins anymore – the services they provide have become essential to
people’s lives.34 There seems to have been an accompanying shift along with the risks that gig
workers have taken, which has come with very specific benefits, like pandemic unemployment
assistance and sick days, which were not available to gig workers before. As such, the events of
the pandemic have moved—at least some—gig workers closer to parity with traditional
employees. Such a move toward parity with employees is long overdue. This Article will argue
that because of their heroic efforts during the pandemic, we should resolve the essential worker
paradox in favor of gig worker’s employee status. There is no principled distinction that can be
drawn between these hard working gig workers and other employees.
This Article proceeds in five parts, following this Introduction. Part II will examine some
of the misconceptions around gig work and that have held back the campaign to be recognized as
employees. Then, Part III will discuss the changing legal landscape that gig workers have faced
in attaining employee status. Primarily this part focuses on the Noember 3, 2020 Proposition 22
vote in California and the setback it represented for gig workers in that state. Then, Part IV
examines the role of gig workers as essential workers in the pandemic. Finally, Part V and the
Conclusion set forth the case for gig workers to attain parity with employees. Gig workers have
risked their health and worked hard to keep others safe during this pandemic. They have earned
the same basic rights and protections as employees. But first, it is important to see how and why
the gig economy found itself in this predicament in the first place.
II.

GIG WORKERS: A STUDY IN PRECARITY

Apart from their legal status, gig workers have long-struggled with misconceptions about
the importance and seriousness of the work they perform. Social and popular perceptions of gig
work are important because the law in this area has been rapidly developing. In the past few
years the on-demand economy has grown rapidly, and according to one 2018 study, there are

31

See, e.g., Cherry, supra note 29, at 586-592 (detailing lawsuits by gig economy workers over
the issue of misclassification).
32
Veena B. Dubal, The Drive to Precarity: A Political History of Work, Regulation, & Labor
Advocacy in San Francisco’s Taxi and Uber Economies, 38 BERKELEY J. EMP. & LABOR L. 73,
75, 78 (2017).
33
See Pete Robertson, How the Gig Economy Creates Job Insecurity, BBC (Sept. 18, 2017),
https://www.bbc.com/worklife/article/20170918-how-the-gig-economy-creates-job-insecurity
[https://perma.cc/662J-R3NV].
34
See IDENTIFICATION OF ESSENTIAL CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE WORKERS, supra note 3.
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over 57 million Americans gig workers.35 According to an Edison poll, African American and
Latinx adults are overrepresented among those working in the gig economy. 36 But all of these
statistics about the on-demand economy are pre-pandemic. Some indicators show that high
unemployment rates during the pandemic have caused some laid-off workers to turn to gig work
as a stop-gap.37 Aside from the delivery and shopping services mentioned in the Introduction, gig
work also includes remote professional tasks that are performed through a platform. These
services have seen incredible growth during the pandemic as well. For example, Fiverr, an
online work platform that specializes in graphics, design, and computer programming, saw new
U.S. freelance registrations rise 48 percent in 2020 from the previous year. 38 And international
crowdwork platform Upwork reported a 24 percent increase in signups during the summer of
2020.39 Gig work functions as a bellweather for the economy more generally.
Meanwhile, courts, administrative law judges, policymakers, voters, and gig companies
themselves are all grappling with the question of whether gig workers are employees or
independent contractors.40 Some of the misunderstandings about gig work had their inception at
the very beginning of the 2010s, when digital platforms largely adopted the umbrella term of the
“sharing” economy. As the author has written about in another publication, the terminology of
“sharing” has largely been a misnomer, as almost all gig work is paid work, remuneration is
expected.41 However, for many years the rhetoric of the sharing economy provided a halo effect
Helping the Gig Economy Work Better for Gig Workers, INT’L LABOUR ORG. (2020),
https://www.ilo.org/washington/WCMS_642303/lang--en/index.htm; see also TJ McCue, 57
Million U.S. Workers Are Part of the Gig Economy, FORBES (Aug. 31, 2018, 6:30 PM),
https://www.forbes.com/sites/tjmccue/2018/08/31/57-million-u-s-workers-are-part-of-the-gigeconomy/#6a3d67d87118. But see Elisabeth Buchwald, The Government Has No Idea How
Many Gig Workers There Are, And That’s A Problem, MARKETWATCH (Jan. 7, 2019, 3:51 PM),
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/the-government-has-no-idea-how-many-gig-workers-thereareheres-why-thats-a-problem-2018-07-18.
36
THE GIG ECONOMY, MARKETPLACE-EDISON RESEARCH POLL, Dec. 2018, available at
http://www.edisonresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Gig-Economy-2018-MarketplaceEdison-Research-Poll-FINAL.pdf.
37
See Andrew Soergel, Survey: 1 in 4 Americans Has Lost Job or Income to Coronavirus, U.S.
NEWS & WORLD REP. (Apr. 8, 2020), https://www.usnews.com/news/economy/articles/202004-08/1-in-4-americans-has-lost-job-or-income-to-coronavirus-survey. See also Workers Face
Permanent Job Losses as the Virus Persists, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 3, 2020.
38
Kim Mackrael, New Entrepreneurs emerge From Wreck of Covid Economy, WALL ST. J., Nov.
19, 2020.
39
Allana Akhtar, The pandemic could be turning the gig economy white-collar, if this summer’s
new freelancers are any indication, BUSINESS INSIDER, Sept. 23, 2020,
https://www.businessinsider.fr/us/upwork-pandemic-gig-economy-white-collar-high-skilledsummer-freelancers2020-9.
40
Alana Semuels, What Happens When Gig-Economy Workers Become Employees, THE
ATLANTIC, (Sept. 14, 2018), https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2018/09/gigeconomy-independent-contractors/570307/.
41
Miriam A. Cherry, Corporate Social Responsibility and Crowdwashing in the Gig Economy,
63 ST. LOUIS U. L. J. 1, 4 (2018). See also Ryan Calo & Alex Rosenblat, The Taking Economy:
Uber, Information, and Power, 117 COLUM. L. REV. 1623, 1625 (2017) (“Sharing economy
35
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for platforms even while these platforms were engaged in problematic labor practices. 42 This
part of the Article will explore several of the most prominent mistaken beliefs that have
circulated on the subject of gig work during the past decade.
First, these misperceptions include the view that gig work is only a “side hustle” – a way
to make quick extra money on top of, or in addition to, a regular job. This view implies that
employee rights and benefits are unnecessary, because they will be supplied by the worker’s
main job. A second misconception is that gig work is only for frivolous or unnecessary
conveniences, perhaps made by a set of high maintenance customers. The workers participating
in such frivolous endeavors may not even be formally called workers, and instead platforms give
them cutesy nicknames or titles. Lastly, gig workers also are engaged in a form of invisible
labor, where their work is hidden by the interface of the platform.43 Computer crowdworkers
may even have their work attributed to efficient websites or artificial intelligence.
These distorted views of gig work have in the past served to marginalize gig workers,
contributing to a narrative that the benefits and protections of employee status are unnecessary
for gig workers. Alternately, these views may also lead to the belief that these benefits have not
been truly “earned” because of the perception that the work gig workers perform is trivial or only
for convenience. The next few sections explore the issue further, but all of these views have
been challenged by the realities of gig work during the coronavirus pandemic.
A. Gig Work as “Side Hustle”
For years, gig economy workers have had their lack of rights taken less seriously in part
because their work is often viewed as a mere “side hustle.” The term “side hustle” is commonly
used to describe work in the gig economy, and it means a source of extra income earned in a
worker’s spare time that supplements the regular income from a full-time job. 44 The term might
rhetoric tends to lump together small enterprises motivated by a common social bond, such as
local food and housing cooperatives, with billion-dollar global businesses like Uber and Airbnb
that readily integrate the language of sharing and connectivity into their branding .... We,
however, draw a distinction between the variety of businesses the rhetoric of the sharing
economy evokes, like selling grandma's pies on the corner, and the billion-dollar companies that
operate for profit at a global scale.”); Erez Aloni, Pluralizing the “Sharing” Economy, 91 WASH.
L. REV. 1397, 1406-08 (2016); Abbey Stemler, The Myth of the Sharing Economy and Its
Implications for Regulating Innovation, 67 EMORY L.J. 197, 199 (2017) (noting that sharing
economy companies “convince communities, regulators, and courts that they are facilitating
altruistic activities that utilize excess capacity, support job growth, and alter how we consume.
This myth helps these Platforms avoid everything from employment laws . . . to liability for
consumer harm . . ..”).
42
See PHIL ROSENZWEIG, THE HALO EFFECT ... AND THE EIGHT OTHER BUSINESS DELUSIONS
THAT DECEIVE MANAGERS (2007).
43
INVISIBLE LABOR: HIDDEN WORK IN THE CONTEMPORARY WORLD (Marion Crain, Winifred
Poster, & Miriam A. Cherry eds.. 2016).
44
Ultimate Guide to Earning Extra Income in the Gig Economy, MONEY MANAGEMENT
INTERNATIONAL, https://www.moneymanagement.org/budget-guides/earn-extra-income (last
visited Feb. 27. 2021); see also CHRIS GUILLEBEAU, SIDE HUSTLE FROM IDEA TO INCOME IN 27
DAYS (2017).
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not be all bad; it has a certain edginess to it. As comedian Bill Maher jokingly put it, “a side hustle
sounds kind of cool, like you’re a private eye...”45 But the term “side hustle” also has some
important implications for workers in the gig economy: if gig work consists of a few hours of
moonlighting to supplement full-time work, then here is no need for employee benefits or
minimum standards around that work. In fact, further regulations might be burdensome, and even
unwelcome.
While the term “side hustle” seemed to appear alongside the emergence of gig work in the
2010s, the term itself actually has a surprisingly long history. The term “hustle” on its own seems
to have come into common usage during the 1920s to mean a scam, and “hustlers” became
synonymous with the con men or grifters who ran the scam. 46 During the 1950s, “hustle” morphed
from a description of fraud to become more a description of work, or even a type of employment.47
African American newspapers kept the term alive, and used the term “hustle” to mean a serious
effort at work, knowing that working hard was necessary to achieve financial stability, given the
pervasive racial discrimination of the time.48 And “side hustle” appeared in this decade as well,
meaning a sideline or profitable type of work undertaken in addition to a regular, 9-to-5 job. While
the term faded from the limelight until the 2010s, it has retained this meaning of a second job for
additional income in our modern parlance. 49
However, the term “side hustle” is mostly inaccurate when looking at the realities of how
much time gig workers spend working on platforms. While statistics about workers in the gig
economy are often difficult to come by because the information is considered proprietary by gig
platforms, some surveys have shed light on hours worked. A 2014 study sponsored by Uber found

“New Rule: Not In It Together,” REAL TIME WITH BILL MAHER,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hem8RG0tsUw&t=191s&ab_channel=RealTimewithBillMa
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world where lots of things eat humans to get by. It is how we do all the best things we do. Hustle
means that bad circumstances and a bad start don’t have to determine what becomes of you.”).
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hustle when you work 3 part-time jobs that still require you to live paycheck to paycheck?”).
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that 1/3 of their drivers only worked for Uber on a full-time basis. 50 Roughly another 1/3 worked
part-time for another platform or part-time job, with a final 1/3 driving for Uber on top of a fulltime job. 51 For at least 2/3 of Uber drivers at that point, ridesharing work was not a side-hustle,
but either their main source of income or a major source of income. 52 As another data point, a
2018 study by Statisa found that only 4 percent of gig workers are working less than ten hours per
week. The majority of gig workers, 54 percent, worked from eleven to thirty hours per week, a
fairly substantial part-time job. 53 Finally, 41 percent of the gig workers surveyed worked between
thirty one and sixty hours on platforms, with another 3 percent working more than sixty hours per
week.54 The United Nations International Labor Office’s study of crowdworkers showed that
nearly 40 percent of those surveyed treated crowdwork as a full-time job, and only 15 percent said
that they worked due to boredom or a lack of anything else to do.55
These statistics mean that the story of the “side hustle” fails to take into the account the
situation of gig workers who are working for on-demand platforms on either a robust part-time or
what even may resemble a full-time basis. As an example, Ayana Headspeth, a mother-of-four
who worked on many leading gig platforms used gig platforms as her main source of income since
2014.56 She remarked that during the pandemic, she was especially concerned about her ratings
on the Instacart platform: “When you’re taking away from my ratings, you’re taking away from
my ability to make bills, my ability to buy groceries, my ability to clothe my children because this
isn’t just a gig for me, this is how I make it.” 57 For a significant share of gig workers, platform
work is their equivalent of a full-time job.
And during the pandemic, with unemployment rates reaching as high as 14 percent during
the Spring of 2020,58 laid-off or furloughed employees turned to gig work more-or-less full time
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to make ends meet.59 The same influx to gig platforms was similar to past recessions as well. For
example, during the early part of the 2010s new gig platforms surged based on desperate job
seekers who were recovering from the fallout from the 2008 financial crisis and ensuing recession.
And even during smaller economic downturns, such as government shut-downs or temporary
furloughs, gig platforms would see an influx of new workers joining them.60 For many, even
those who do have a full-time job, a side hustle is required because of stagnating wages in fulltime employment and rising expenses, including a sharp spike in housing costs. 61 During the
pandemic, with so many workers flooding onto platforms, average wages have been pushed
down.62
One major implication of gig work as a “side hustle” is that if gig work is something that
people only engage in occasionally when they are in need of extra income, that implies that with
these one-off, occasional transactions, employment regulation is not needed. Not only
unnecessary, but perhaps these regulations would be unwanted and perhaps even become
burdensome. As labor economist Janine Berg has said about online computer crowdwork:
Crowdwork shares many similarities with other forms of nonstandard employment
such as temporary work, part-time work, or temporary agency work. In addition to
the casual and unstable nature of the work, crowdwork as well as other work in the
“on-demand economy,” is often portrayed as additional income for secondary
earners, and thus, not real work. This discourse has existed for decades in debates
on pay and regulation of nonstandard employment. For example, opponents of the
U.S. minimum wage have often argued (incorrectly) that minimum wage earners
are predominantly teenagers working part-time, retail jobs, and thus there is no need
to increase their pay as they are working for pocket money. Or stated differently,
that the job may be precarious, but the worker is not.63
Similar stories have been told in the past about women’s participation in the labor force, as a type
of justification for keeping women’s wages below that of men’s. During the Industrial Revolution,
women who worked in factories were routinely paid less than men who did the same or similar
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work.64 Factory owners during this time justified lower wages for women because they were
assumed to have claims on the earnings of male relatives, whether fathers, brothers, or husbands.
As such, it was assumed that women were only working for themselves; they had no other relatives
to support. Because women would therefore spend their wages on vanity purchases or frivolities,
sometimes referred to as “pin money,” this was used as a justification for keeping their wages
lower.65 This rhetoric made a return during the 1950s and 1960s, as temporary agencies promoted
the view that their workers were largely bored housewives looking for work as a stimulating
amusement.66 One executive of a temporary agency described their average worker as someone
who did not “want full-time work, but she’s bored with strictly keeping house. Or maybe she just
wants to take a job until she pays for a davenport or a new fur coat.”67 If the money paid was not
really necessary for making a living, then maybe it was no surprise that the remuneration offered
for such positions was low.
Returning to the language of side hustles, this deeper examination has shown that this is not a
necessarily an accurate description for the majority of gig workers who are spending more than
ten hours a week on platforms, and the almost one-fifth whose work on platforms approaches fulltime work. The question of whether gig workers actually “need” the wages or whether they are
merely working for “extra,” has been again re-animated in the examination of gig work, in a way
that is actually harmful in ensuring minimum legal standards. In addition to this side hustle
minimization of the work, another misconception that has been problematic for gig workers is the
idea that the work that they do on platforms is only for convenience and is not really necessary.
B. Casual Workers
Another misconception generally shared about gig work is that gig workers are engaged in
frivolous or casual work undertaken only for customer convenience. Platforms themselves fostered
this convenience view in the early 2010s as they sought to attract customers to use their various
websites and apps. As a selling point to induce new customers to sign up and use their services,
many platforms promoted the speed and ease with which on-demand platforms could fulfill the
customer’s every need or whim. Further, none of those wants and needs were too small, niche, or
frivolous to fulfill; in fact, platforms allowed for the monetization of many smaller tasks that in
the past would likely not have resulted in paid work.68 Whether that need was for an electrified
scooter at every corner, or an umbrella rental for as long as a rainstorm lasted, where a possible
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demand surfaced, an on-demand platform seemed to spring up to cater to that demand.69
Platforms validated even seemingly frivolous customer requests for assistance. In fact,
TaskRabbit founder Leah Busque would say that the company’s origin story involved her
realization that there was no time to replenish her supply of dog food, just at the precise moment
that she and her husband were about to take a taxi to meet friends for dinner. 70 Worried that stores
would be closed by the time the social obligation had ended, Busque and her husband wished that
they could have paid for last-minute help from someone who could pick up more dog food while
they dined.71 Other examples used in the early days of platforms included services in San
Francisco that offered to pick the customer’s car and drive it to a parking spot, then deliver the car
to whatever destination the customer wanted it at the end of the day. 72 And, of course, no
discussion of on-demand services would be complete without mention of paying someone else to
stand in a line for them73 or paying another for the delivery of luxury coffee drinks.74
Further complicating the matter, some platforms have used or continue to use alternate terms
to refer to the process of work, and even to the workers themselves. For example, rather than
being hired and going through an employee orientation, workers on these platforms go through a
similar process, yet it is called “onboarding.”75 In the crowdwork context, onboarding
presumably involves establishing an online account, some amount of learning about the
company, having questions answered, and then being set up to work. The use of the term
“onboarding,” however, evades the word “hiring,” which appears in many statutes in relation to
labor rights. Onboarding also avoids the traditional phrase “employee orientation.” Thus,
“onboarding” is a euphemistic evasion to describe what is a fairly straightforward “hiring”
process.
Similarly, an employee who was not performing well might be given feedback,
recommendations for improvement, or referred to progressive discipline, then ultimately fired if
not performing the quantity and quality of work expected. However, workers in the gig economy
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are not fired, rather, they are “deactivated.”76 This impersonal terminology conceals a
destructive truth; deactivation is potentially worse than being fired. A gig worker only discovers
their deactivation when they log into the app and find that their account is erased and they are
banned from returning to the platform. 77 This may also include erasure of data or information
built up around the worker's account. The platform is under no requirement to give a reason for
deactivation, with no appeal or recourse on the part of the worker. Further, deactivation can be
an automatic response to user ratings falling below a number, as a result of algorithmic
management.78 In fact, many of the initial gig economy settlement negotiations requested the
right to “grieve” a deactivation to an arbitrator.79
In any event, this use of alternate language for employment terms is far from an accident. In
fact, a leaked document from European food delivery app Foodora exposed these linguistic
manipulations for what they clearly are -- attempts to cover up or disguise the existence of an
employment relationship. The leaked Foodora document provides synonyms for many of the
terms that exist for employees and directs its managers to use those other terms. For example,
instead of hiring riders at a recruiting center, personnel is engaged in onboarding at a supply
center. 80 Rather than refer to shifts, supervisors refer to riders’ availability, and “log ins” rather
than clocking in. 81 Riders are supposed to talk about their “kit” or “equipment” rather than
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uniforms; and their “invoices” rather than pay slips.82 While inventing this alternate terminology
is certainly creative, the lengths that some platforms will go to in order not to call their workers
“employees” is even more incredible.
Platforms have referred to their workers in doublespeak, dubbing them “Ninjas,”
“Turkers,” “Rabbits,” “Taskers,” “Roos,” “Partners,” and even somewhat pathetically at times,
“Friends.”83 It is true that some of the terms platforms use, like “Ninjas,” are deferential and
respectful of someone’s expertise. Yet others of these terms for workers are cutesy, such as
“Roos,” might be seen as trivializing. Still others, for example, calling a human worker the name
of an animal, could viewed as dehumanizing.84 TaskRabbit stopped calling its workers
“TaskRabbits” or “Rabbits” in 2014, according to their “Hutch” weblog, as part of a “branding”
campaign. 85 Since that time, the platform has used the term “Tasker.” While being called a
“Tasker” is certainly not as dehumanizing as being called a “Rabbit” or “TaskRabbit,” it is still a
far cry from being called a worker. There is a logic behind devising this parallel terminology, as
it discourages gig workers from forming an identity as a worker or relating to other workers in
similar situations, which could lead to solidarity and collective organizing.
Ultimately, gig workers have had to push back against the view that the work they do is
somehow frivolous or not as important than that done by other workers. Their work itself,
promoted as being marginal to begin with, is a clue that the gig workers themselves are just cogs
in the machine, largely fungible or disposable. Cutesy nicknames and alternate terms for the
workers or the work they perform have also held back gig workers. Apart from these views that
minimize both gig workers and the type of work that they perform, the next section will explore
the ways that gig work is often made invisible to customers who use on-demand platforms.
C. Gig Work as Invisible Work
Some of the practices and methods of on-demand can serve to make gig workers invisible.
The invisible nature of some work is another distinct area of inquiry, encompassing wide-ranging
practices including emotional and unremunerated labor, such as acting as someone’s “work
spouse.” As co-editor of the book Invisible Labor: Hidden Work in the Contemporary World,
my contribution focused on the ways that invisible labor was being performed on platforms
seemingly without customers, co-workers, or sometimes even the workers themselves being
aware of it.86 As an example, think of content editors on Facebook and other social media
websites who work to remove material that violates the terms of service; while some of these
82
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workers are employees, others work on content editor jobs through crowdworking platforms.
Some of the flagged content might include violent scenes or pornography. Although the content
moderator’s job is vital for keeping the platforms running, few users know that humans are
performing the work. Rather, most believe the job is done by artificial intelligence. 87
Unfortunately, the job is wrenching for those who are performing it. They see the worst parts of
human nature constantly, and it wears on them psychologically. 88
As Mary Gray and Siddharth Suri explain in their book Ghost Work, artificial intelligence has
not yet evolved to a point where it can help with complex tasks. 89 And so, in the meantime human
labor fills in the gaps, whether in transcribing information, tagging and labeling products, helping
to train artificial intelligence, or dealing with judgment calls over what content on social media is
offensive. Because platforms make them invisible to the end user of the website, these workers
have struggled to be recognized. While some of these workers “behind the machine” are
employees, others do computer work through crowdwork platforms like Amazon’s Mechanical
Turk, Upwork, or Crowdflower.90 As I have discussed elsewhere, because requesters can reject
work and not pay for it, wage theft in this sector is rampant.91 In addition, workers have to search
for each individual task they will complete, and that is time for which they are not paid. Some
workers have established message boards and advice listings to help them write scripts or use bots
to increase their rate of pay. Another fix was the Turkopticon platform, which allowed workers to
rate requesters based on their generosity and fairness. 92 Still, the average wage on work platforms
like Amazon Mechanical Turk are roughly half of the United States minimum wage of
$7.25/hour.93
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All of these various views of the on-demand economy – that gig workers are only there for a
“side hustle,” that the platforms are there only for convenience to cater to high-maintenance
customers, and that the work does not seem visible at all – convey a narrative that gig workers are
somehow marginal or “less deserving” of employment protections than other workers. If gig
workers have another job, but are working on platforms for extra, supplemental income, then the
narrative would tell us that these workers do not “need” employee benefits or higher pay, as they
are not using these platforms for survival. If the platforms and their services are not critical,
visible, or important, than the fact that workers on these platforms make marginal wages or even
below minimum wage is not particularly important either. And, finally, gig workers may be
invisible in the eyes of the law, because of the way that their work relationship is categorized by
the law. While employees receive benefits and protections, independent contractors or selfemployed workers do not. The next section details the gig workers’ legal struggles to pursue the
rights and protections that employees are entitled to.
III.

GIG WORKERS AND THE PROBLEM OF EMPLOYMENT CLASSIFICATION

Before the pandemic, meaningful changes to the status of gig economy workers were
incremental and accomplished through a patchwork approach. 94 Over the past five years, gig
workers have brought legal cases around the world, seeking to obtain the same benefits and legal
protections as traditional employees. The results, however, have been far from uniform. 95
Numerous courts, such as those in Italy and France, have looked at the amount of control and
surveillance that platforms have over workers and have concluded that employment protections
should apply. 96 Other courts, relying on gig workers’ flexibility to set their own hours and the fact
that gig workers often supply their own equipment, have instead determined that gig workers are
independent contractors, or in the United Kingdom, fit into the third intermediate category of
“worker,” which provides many (but not all) of the same rights and benefits as employees. 97
During the past decade, platform economy companies have not only disrupted established
business and labor models, but also have challenged the legal tests and structures traditionally used
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for employee classification.98 In the United States, as in many countries, employee status is an
important gateway to determine which workers will receive the protection of the labor and
employment laws, including the right to organize and bargain collectively, eligibility for minimum
wage, unemployment insurance, and worker’s compensation. 99 As such, classification as an
employee is crucial in ensuring decent standards and working conditions. 100
The on-demand model of work does not fit neatly into binary categories. In Cotter v. Lyft,
Judge Vince Chhabria characterized work in the on-demand economy as handing the court “a
square peg and asked to choose between two round holes.” 101 With its flexible “open call” that
allows workers the flexibility about when and how to work, combined with algorithms and
customer ratings that track and surveil every move that the worker makes, the gig-work model
combines some aspects of the employment relationship and some aspects of the independent
contractor relationship. 102 As the initial round of cases against platform companies settled out of
court in California,103 the gig model would offer a shakeup of the test that might be used in order
to sort out these types of employee misclassification issues.
A. The California Supreme Court’s Dynamex Decision
In 2018, the California Supreme Court announced its decision in Dynamex Operations
West, Inc. v. The Superior Court of Los Angeles County (“Dynamex”).104 The court announced a
new standard for determining employment status in the state of California, known as the “ABC”
test due to its three factors. While the ABC test for employee status was new to California, it
actually was an older test for employee status used in many jurisdictions. 105 The first part of the
test, Part A, embodied the traditional control test, asking whether the worker was free from the
“control and direction of the hirer in connection with the performance of the work[.]” 106 Part B of
the test declared that to be an independent contractor, the worker would have to perform work
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“outside the usual course of the hiring entity’s business[.]”107 In other words, Part B required that
there truly be some division between the hiring company’s business and the type of work that the
hiring company required the putative independent contractor to perform. Finally, Part C asked
whether the worker was customarily engaged in an independently established trade, occupation or
business of the same nature as the work performed for the hiring entity.
The Dynamex decision was a catalyst for many of the political events that would ensue in
California, even though the hiring entity in Dynamex was not itself a digital platform. Further, the
court’s ruling was limited in the sense that it only applied to California wage orders.108
Nonetheless, the Dynamex decision touched off a heated debate about the nature of the
employment relationship, which groups of workers should be covered by labor and employment
laws, and what the Dynamex decision might mean for businesses around the state, including
platform economy businesses. The reason for the attention was that the new ABC test that the
Dynamex court adopted was quite expansive, and its practical effect would be to make many more
workers employees. 109 Of the three parts of the test, it was noted that Part B would likely cause
problems for the gig economy. 110 If the business of a platform company was to provide passengers
with rides from one part of the city to another, and the rideshare drivers were providing it, it would
be very difficult to argue that the drivers were somehow not involved in a fundamental part of the
platform’s business. In fact, the European Court of Justice had previously heard similar types of
arguments, and soundly rejected Uber’s attempt to argue that it was a software provider removed
from the business of transportation. 111
In the wake of the Dynamex decision, gig economy companies began to lobby the
California legislature to change the coverage of the employment law statutes, and so did labor
unions.112 Gig economy companies wanted a legislative overhaul to the Dynamex decision, one
that would either change the test to a more relaxed standard for finding independent contractor
status, or one that would present a clear “carve out” to the law for on-demand platform companies.
At the same time, labor unions pressed the legislature to codify the Dynamex ruling and the
expanded ABC test for employee status.113
B. California Legislature Passes AB-5
It was in the midst of this charged political context in 2019 that the California legislature
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passed, and California Governor Gavin Newsom signed, the AB5 Bill, which adopted Dynamex’s
expanded ABC test for employee status.114 The text of AB5 cited the “harm to misclassified
workers who lose significant workplace protections,” the loss of revenue to the state, and the
unfairness to companies that compete with companies that misclassify workers as the reasons
behind the decision to expand coverage. 115 AB5 also expanded the Dynamex ABC test holding
beyond its original purview of wage orders.116 Under the provisions of AB5, the ABC test would
apply to all aspects of the California Labor Code, including unemployment, collective bargaining,
and anti-discrimination law.117
Many businesses lobbied for, and received, exemptions from AB5’s coverage, meaning
that whether those businesses had hired employees would be based on the prior control test that
had been in force before the decision in Dynamex. Some of these exempted occupational
categories included the professions, typically highly skilled labor. Those exempted included
lawyers, accountants, engineers, architects, investment advisors, physicians, surgeons, dentists,
psychologists, and veterinarians.118 But some of the exempted occupations included occupations
that were outside the highly paid professions: direct salespeople, private detectives, fishermen, real
estate agents, and hair stylists.119 These carveouts from the ABC test were difficult to harmonize,
as many of these careers had little in common, except that those employers had been able to lobby
successfully for an exemption. Despite some of these uneven exemptions from the law, worker
rights advocates largely hailed the California legislature’s passage of AB5 as a progressive and
forward-thinking change. Under Part B of the ABC test, it appeared that gig workers would finally
be included in AB5’s expanded definition of employee. 120 Many worker advocates followed the
situation closely to see what an employee-centered gig work model might look like.
Uber and Lyft, however, categorically refused to comply with AB5. In fact, the major
platforms did not take any action to comply with the change in the law or reclassify their workers
as employees. Rather, when the AB5 bill came into effect on January 1, 2020 Uber and Postmates
filed a lawsuit in federal court challenging its constitutionality. 121 On-demand companies then
began negotiating with California lawmakers to create a third hybrid category, which would offer
some employment rights to gig workers, even if those were not “full” employment rights.
Meanwhile, the companies stalled about changing their business models and, pointing to the
ongoing lawsuits, refused to implement the new employee status. Later in that year, during the
2020 pandemic, rideshare company Lyft threatened to cease operations in California if it were
required to comply with AB5. 122 In the meantime, California municipal attorneys general began
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filing lawsuits seeking injunctions against Uber and Lyft to get them to comply with the law.123
These lawsuits requested that the gig companies take action to reclassify their workers and begin
providing employment protections and benefits, or else be ordered to do so by the courts. The
attorneys general were successful at both the trial and appeals court level, but Uber and Lyft’s
attorneys kept drawing out the process to request more time. 124
C. The Proposition 22 Campaign
Meanwhile, Uber and Lyft engaged in delaying tactics until there could be a vote on
Proposition 22 in November 2020. Along with a coalition of other gig companies, Uber and Lyft
declared their intention to fight AB5 through a ballot initiative, eventually known as Proposition
22. Gig economy companies contributed over $200 million to exempt on-demand companies
from AB5 and to keep gig workers as independent contractors.125 While unions and groups of
gig workers strongly opposed these efforts in grassroots campaigns, they were outspent by more
than 20 to 1 in the leadup to the November election season.126 Uber and Lyft portrayed the issue
as one of flexibility, arguing that their drivers did not want to become 9 to 5 employees. The
platforms also argued that if the proposition was voted down, then operations might no longer be
financially sustainable, and costs for the average user might rise rapidly. As part of the
campaign in favor of Proposition 22, Uber and Lyft amplified the voices of some of their drivers
who wanted to work on flexible schedules, and featured these drivers in their adverting
campaigns.127
In addition, rideshare apps themselves started to feature advertisements in favor of
Proposition 22, which told customers that their drivers supported the measure and should talk to
them about why it was important to vote “yes.”128 DoorDash drivers were instructed to deliver
branded bags that had pro-Proposition 22 messages on them, which could understandably have
made customers believe that the workers favored its passage as well. 129 Other restaurant and
food delivery services directed their workers to include political leaflets asking for a vote of
“yes” on Proposition 22 along with the meals and food that they dropped off. 130 Some California
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Uber drivers were sent a pop up message that asked them to select “Yes on Proposition 22” or
“OK” in order to move forward to working on the app.131 As a result, a group of Uber drivers
filed a class action lawsuit complaining that they were given misleading messages about
Proposition 22 on the app. The lawsuit alleges that Uber pressured its drivers to follow a
particular political course of action, which is against state law in California. 132 Nonetheless,
these advertisements, flyers, and pop up ads seemed to have had a large impact on customers and
the ultimate outcome of the vote.
The fact that part-time employees could also work flexible hours and have part-time
schedules was a message that got completely lost in the Proposition 22 campaign rhetoric. The
platforms’ message caught on with the California electorate, who were bombarded with
advertisements in favor of Proposition 22’s passage. Other voters were concerned because they
depended on services like Lyft to get them to and from work, doctor’s appointments, and other
situations where transportation was needed, and Lyft’s threats to leave the state may have struck
a chord. Other customers may have been worried about the potential increase in cost of various
services and simply did not want to pay more. And because Proposition 22 also included some
protections for gig workers, many voters who were not the most aware may have thought
paradoxically that by voting to approve the measure, they were actually helping rideshare
drivers. California voters approved Proposition 22 on November 3, 2020.133
California is viewed as a progressive jurisdiction and would rank as the world’s seventh
largest economy on its own. The result took many commentators and politicians by surprise, as
most ballot initiatives in California fail. 134 Further, the California legislature had just passed
AB5 the year before, signifying the political will to expand the category of “employee” to
include the vulnerable group of gig workers. As such, when California voters approved
Proposition 22 on November 3, 2020, stripping gig workers of employee status and curtailing
some of their newly-found rights, it left many labor advocates disappointed and concerned.135
D. The Impact of Proposition 22
As Proposition 22 was a compromise, and promised more rights for gig workers than
those that an independent contractor would typically ever receive, it de facto created a new
hybrid type of category, even though gig workers would technically still carry the label of
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“independent contractor.” Proposition 22 does provide California rideshare and delivery drivers
some benefits that independent contractors do not typically receive. For example, under
Proposition 22, these benefits and protections include a healthcare subsidy consistent with the
average contributions required under the Affordable Care Act (ACA), a minimum earnings
guarantee for time worked while actively providing rides, compensation for certain vehicle
expenses, and occupational accident insurance to cover on-the-job injuries. 136 Proposition 22
also prohibits employment discrimination by rideshare companies and allows gig workers the
right to bring an action under California’s anti-discrimination laws. 137
These protections and benefits are fairly substantial. Even though Proposition 22
explicitly notes that the on-demand workers are now independent contractors for purposes of
California law, they will now receive many more benefits and protections than independent
contractors have ever received in any jurisdiction in the United States. It has even led some to
call Proposition 22 a “third way” for gig workers.138 But without employee status, there is no
right for the drivers to organize or bargain collectively, and other rights (such as minimum wage
only for time worked, not while looking for work) offered in this compromise are less than what
a California employee would receive. Further, gig companies have already started tacking on
fees to its services as a “California Driver Benefits Fee,” and passing them along to customers, a
fee designation which was nowhere described in the voting materials. 139
Unions have declared their opposition to Proposition 22 and their willingness to
challenge Proposition 22 in court.140 The year that the gig economy companies spent in noncompliance is also still being litigated, with California government officials seeking to hold the
companies accountable for past violations when AB5 was the law. 141 Given the California
Legislature’s previous vote in favor of employee status for gig workers, it would not be
surprising if there is additional political maneuvering in the coming months and years including
further ballot initiatives. And, as mentioned in the last section, gig workers themselves have
filed lawsuits alleging that they were ordered to vote in favor of Proposition 22 and to engage in
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compelled speech supporting it.142 It would seem that further lawsuits and additional votes may
come to pass.
Currently, the Dynamex decision itself remains the law for all traditional businesses,
other than those that deal with exempted occupational categories, and the gig economy. As such,
many traditional businesses have started to complain that gig workers should not be allowed a
carve out from the law, when the law was specifically crafted to try to cover them. As a final
note, Proposition 22 was the most expensive ballot initiative in California’s history. The
enormous lobbying effort behind it has led some to question the wisdom of the initiative process
itself. Ballot initiatives were designed as a type of “direct democracy” to allow the average
voter, the common person, to have their voice be heard. If the initiative process is dominated by
large corporate interests, the very purpose of the ballot initiative process is subverted. Others
have expressed concern that this vote undermines minimum labor standards. 143 While this
particular vote only involved gig workers, the concern is of a slippery slope, as other industries
may try to seek similar exemptions from various parts of labor regulation that they do not like or
do not agree with.144
The back-and-forth, the advances and the retrenchment of the last decade, highlight the
complexity of the issues involved and the interplay of different sources of political power and the
ballot initiative process within California. For now, the process will play out and the hybrid
independent contractor category will be watched closely. Further, the story will continue to
evolve in the coming year. Without a doubt, Uber and other gig economy companies will likely
introduce copycat legislation in other states or utilize the ballot initiative processes in those
states.145 Meanwhile, some are looking for support from the new administration coming to
power. President Biden has been a vocal proponent of the ABC test for employment status and
has proposed extending it nationally. 146 The Department of Labor has already rescinded the
Trump administration proposed guidance about employee classification for purposes of the Fair
Labor Standards Act.147 Similarly, the Biden National Labor Relations Board will likely reverse
the Trump administration’s ruling that gig workers were not employees, and could not organize.
Paradoxically, events during the 2020-2021 coronavirus pandemic may actually help gig
142
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workers in their quest for parity. During the 2020 pandemic, the treatment of gig workers was
coming closer to parity with traditional employees, through programs like extended
unemployment assistance, which was extended to platform workers in the CARES Act. Instead
of seeing gig work as disposable, it seems that many of the food delivery, rideshare, and grocery
apps are now starting to be understood by both lawmakers and the public as essential work. The
next portion of the Article will talk about this paradigm shift to essential work, and what it might
mean for the future of worker rights in the gig economy.
IV.

Gig Workers as Essential Workers

The view of gig work as marginal and unimportant certainly has changed during the
pandemic. They put themselves at increased risk of illness so that others could receive grocery
deliveries, prepared meals, medications, packages, and other essential items. Labeled “essential
workers” by the law, gig workers continued to show up and work in person. 148 This Section
covers the “essential worker” designation: the origins of the term, who qualifies as an essential
worker under state and federal guidelines, and what this designation has meant for gig workers.
Further, this section analyzes the CARES Act and related legislation, as those laws have
extended significant benefits to gig workers such as temporary unemployment and paid sick
leave. Yet, there are significant problems that have arisen with these programs, which stem at
least in part because of the ambiguity surrounding gig worker employment status.
A. Essential Workers and Essential Work
Recent estimates from the Brookings Institute found that 50 million U.S. workers
qualified as frontline or essential workers under federal and state pandemic guidelines.149 Some
of the other results from this report are surprising. For example, when looking at overall
earnings, frontline workers earn lower wages than average. 150 In addition, many people think of
“frontline” workers as having a public presence, but many of these jobs are actually largely
invisible to the end user or customer. For example, cleaners that work to sanitize office buildings
are crucial to make them safe working environments, yet few acknowledge the importance of
that role. A different study by the Economic Policy Institute noted that minority groups are overrepresented among essential workers.151
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We know some basics about who the essential workers are. But where did the term
“essential worker” come from, and how is that defined in modern day parlance? This Section
hopes to provide at least partial answers to these questions.
1.

Historical Background and Definitions

Before the pandemic, U.S. labor and employment law did not distinguish between
essential versus non-essential work per se. Employment law in the U.S. is more deregulated than
in other parts of the world, and relatively weights or value of labor is typically determined by the
market. As such, there has not typically been an attempt to apportion protections based on the
importance of the work being done. It is true that certain occupational categories, such as those
in the mining or the nuclear power industry, are more highly regulated because of known safety
hazards to workers in those industries.
While the term “essential worker” seemed to have essentially sprung from nowhere
during the start of the 2020 pandemic, that may not be entirely accurate. The concept of
essential work did exist in the past, but only seems to have come to the forefront during times of
war or disease.152 In early modern Europe, professional doctors and skilled workers often fled
the crowded cities that were often the epicenters of epidemics. But much work still needed to be
done in those cities, especially work diagnosing disease, caring for patients, enforcing
quarantines, and other critical tasks for maintaining public health.153 Many of the workers who
handled these tasks were essential pressed into this service out of economic necessity. 154 Some
of those who worked in these essential capacities were elderly women, who typically would not
have been given these occupational opportunities, but for whom the rules and strictures of
society were bent to allow their workforce participation. 155 Those who were recipients of charity
and pensions, those who used to work in businesses that were shuttered, and servants left to fend
for themselves, all worked during pandemics, often at dangerously risky tasks. 156 They did so
under various degrees of economic duress, and indeed, it was the poor, then and now, who
shouldered the largest share of the work while putting their own lives and health at risk.
Moving into the modern industrial age, cycles of conflict have also given rise to work
classification systems that attempted to prioritize essential industries. For example, steel,
lumber, and coal were seen as essential industries during World War I because of the need for
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particular commodities to aid in the war effort.157 Later, in the lead-up to the U.S. entry into
World War II, President Franklin D. Roosevelt created a War Manpower Commission which
recruited labor for war and essential civilian industries and trained workers for jobs related to the
war effort. Certain industries and manufacturing concerns were labeled “essential activities” by
the Commission.158 In 1943 the Commission labeled particular job titles and areas as “critical
occupations.”159 The demand for such essential workers would pull in groups that had
previously been excluded from opportunities in the labor market, often because of widespread
employment discrimination against women and people of color.160 The popularized images of
Rosie the Riveter emphasized that women’s work was needed to maintain the war effort and to
sustain domestic production.161
In all these previous efforts at definitions, the idea of work as being “essential” meant
that the work was critical, important, or crucial to the functioning of society. Despite the risks
that might be present to the individual worker’s health or safety, this work needed to continue.
Another way of thinking about essential work is that because of the risk involved, too few people
want to staff those jobs. And it ends up being those who have little choice, due to economic
necessity or financial precarity, who typically comprise the bulk of essential workers. With this
history and background on the terminology around essential work and essential workers, the next
Section turns to the definitions of essential worker under the current law.
2.

Federal Government Definitions of “Essential Worker”

The 2020 CISA Guidance (“the Guidance”) for work in the pandemic covers broad
categories of different occupations and industries that are critical for the continued functioning of
society.162 Key among these definitions for our purposes is that gig work comes within the
definitions provided by the Guidance. For example, the Guidance includes “restaurant and quick
serve food operations, including … food prep centers, carryout, and delivery food workers” in its
definition of essential businesses.163
In addition, the CISA guidance mentions “workers supporting personal and commercial
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transportation services including taxis, delivery services, vehicle rental services, [and] bicycle
maintenance.” Finally, the CISA guidance includes “car-sharing services, and transportation
network providers.”164 Based on these definitions, gig work grocery shopping, food, meal, and
restaurant delivery would all be considered “essential work” under the CISA guidance.165
Importantly, the CISA guidance makes no distinction or divide between those who are
performing this work under “employee” status and those who are performing it as independent
contractors. The CISA definition was focused more on what work was critical in particular
sectors of the economy to keep the population supplied with food and other necessities during
lockdown periods. Rather than focusing on the business details and factors that might bring
work within the ambit of “employment,” the CISA guidance focused more on the purpose of the
work and how it might help with efforts to control the pandemic.
3.

State Definitions of “Essential Worker” and Platform Definitions

In addition to the CISA guidelines, states have also adopted the term “essential worker”
to help make determinations about business closures. Some states have used the same exact
language as the federal CISA guidance.166 Other states, such as Alaska and Colorado, permitted
and encouraged places of public accommodation, such as restaurants and bars, to offer food and
beverage using only take-out and delivery as necessary. 167 Colorado also provided an exemption
for transportation and infrastructure necessary to support critical business. 168 While these two
state guidelines did not mention gig workers directly, their coverage and presence is implied.
That is especially as platforms would be a key part of the infrastructure to support restaurants
and to get meals delivered to restaurant patrons.
Still more states, such as Indiana, Hawaii, and California, have expressly mentioned gig
work as included in their definitions of essential work. These states’ definitions mention
“businesses that ship or deliver groceries, food, alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages, goods or
services to end users or through commercial channels,” “transportation network providers (such
as Uber and Lyft),” and “employees supporting personal and commercial transportation services,
including taxis, bicycle services, Transportation Network Companies, and delivery services
including Delivery Network Companies.”169
Apart from either federal, state, or municipal definitions, many on-demand platforms
164
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themselves have viewed the services their workers provide as “critical” or “essential businesses.”
In one letter to its “Dashers” (i.e. gig workers), the platform DoorDash notes that “Deliveries
from restaurants and grocery stores have been deemed essential services in the following
jurisdictions, meaning Dashers may continue to perform delivery services.”170 Uber has
similarly told its workers that they are “essential” and that in providing transportation, they are
providing an “essential service.” Ultimately, the definitions of “essential worker” all emphasize
the importance of the gig work being done during the pandemic. Like the federal guidance, none
of these state definitions or directives mention the employee versus independent contractor
distinction.
Even with its various formulations and definitions, most gig workers who work via app
easily have fit into the definition “essential” workers during the 2020-2021 coronavirus
pandemic. Defining work as “essential” means that it is “very important.” It means that the work
is not a luxury or work for convenience, it is work that is done to help society survive a threat or
a difficult time. In past definitions, a critical occupation might be something directly warrelated, but in other instances might actually mean one in which demand for labor far outstripped
supply. These issues raise further questions. What types of work are seen as heroic, important,
and valorized, and which forms of works are marginalized? What happens when these
categories blur? We will return to these questions in Section V of the Article, which argues in
favor of parity for gig workers based on these very definitions of essential work.
B. Legislative Protections for Gig Workers During the Pandemic
During the early stages of the pandemic, federal and state legislatures and administrative
agencies across the United States acknowledged the essential nature of gig economy workers,
issuing emergency regulatory interventions that conferred greater protection to gig economy
workers. Most notably, the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (CARES Act)
granted gig workers federal unemployment benefits and related legislation granted some gig
workers paid sick leave.171 While the provisions in the CARES Act and related legislation
moved gig workers toward the benefits that other employees currently receive as of right, it did
not cover all the changes that need to be made. For example, gig workers have asked for
increased supplies of personal protective equipment to keep themselves safe,172 hazard pay, 173
170
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and supplies of disinfectants.174 Some on-demand companies have met those safety and riskrelated requests voluntarily, while others only did so grudgingly or only in the face of protests or
other collective action by gig workers. Even so, the changes in the CARES Act and in other
related legislation have demonstrably improved working conditions for gig workers and brought
them closer to the rights and benefits enjoyed by traditional employees. 175 This section will
explore some of these pressing issues and how the CARES Act for the first time brought gig
workers closer to parity with employees throughout the pandemic.
1. Unemployment Coverage for Gig Workers
In late March 2020, the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act
was passed by Congress and signed into law by then-President Trump with the purpose of
providing economic assistance for American workers, families, and small businesses suffering due
to the pandemic.176 In an unprecedented action, the CARES Act expressly granted gig workers
unemployment benefits. 177 In the past, state unemployment statues had only applied to
“employees.” Often when gig workers were deactivated from platforms, they were told that they
were not eligible for unemployment benefits. In other circumstances, gig workers challenged these
determinations, appealed the results, and won unemployment benefits. 178 These same problems
of employment classification have resulted in uneven decisions about unemployment benefits.
Provisions within the CARES Act radically changed that dynamic. The provisions created
additional funding for the Pandemic Unemployment Assistance (PUA) program, which made
individuals who would ordinarily not qualify for regular unemployment compensation and are
unable to continue working as a result of COVID-19, such as self-employed workers, independent
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contractors, and gig workers, eligible for unemployment benefits. 179 The legislation as well as the
U.S. Department of Labor’s guidance on the topic specifically use the term “gig workers” for the
implementation of the PUA. 180 To qualify for PUA benefits, a gig worker would have to provide
self-certification that they lost work directly because of the COVID-19 pandemic. Such scenarios
of losing work directly because of coronavirus include, but are not limited to, a personal diagnosis
of coronavirus, a household member’s diagnosis of coronavirus, responsibility for providing care
for a family member with coronavirus, school closures related to coronavirus requiring the
individual care for a child, and, most broadly, public health emergencies due to coronavirus that
severely limit one’s ability to continue performing customary work activities or has forced one to
suspend such activities. 181
The CARES Act’s extension of unemployment benefits to gig workers was a
groundbreaking acknowledgment of the importance of gig work. This would not have been a
benefit that gig workers could have counted on prior to the pandemic. For some gig workers, who
lost income because of temporary cutbacks on travel and transportation usage, the legislation was
a helpful addition during a slow time at work. However, these unemployment benefits were
temporary, and as described below, some gig workers had a difficult time accessing them.
2. Access to Paid Sick Leave
As part of the package of aid in the Families First Coronavirus Response Act (FFCRA),
Congress passed the Emergency Paid Sick Leave Act. 182 The Emergency Paid Sick Leave Act
created specific expansions to help bridge the gap for workers who did not receive sick leave
through their employers. 183 These expansions covered situations where the employee became
sick with COVID-19 symptoms, was exposed to COVID-19, or where the worker was caring for
a sick family member.184 In addition, some states, like Colorado and New York, have
temporarily extended the reach of their paid sick leave structures.185 The FFRCRA expansion
expired on December 31, 2020, but employers may voluntarily decide to provide leave for their
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employees.186 As of this writing, none of these extended measures have achieved any
permanence, however.
The regulatory response about paid sick leave was important for many reasons during the
pandemic. 187 Public health agencies have long recommended when dealing with infectious
diseases that workers stay home to avoid spreading illness to others in the workplace. For many
workers, the ability to rest or self-isolate while sick is largely determined by their access to paid
sick leave. 188 Among OECD countries, the United States is only one of two that does not
provide its workers with universal access to paid sick leave. 189 A lack of paid sick leave
negatively impacts public health. Studies have shown that workers who lack paid sick leave are
1.5 times more likely to go to work while they are contagious, mostly because either they cannot
afford to stay at home or they are worried that there will be reprisals for taking time off. 190
The other reason that the passage of the Emergency Paid Sick Leave Act was so
significant is that, incredibly, only a minority of states currently mandate any paid sick leave for
employees.191 Currently only 13 states and Washington D.C. have enacted paid sick leave
laws.192 The states that mandate paid sick leave include Connecticut, California, Massachusetts,
Oregon, Vermont, Arizona, Washington, Rhode Island, Maryland, New Jersey, Michigan,
Nevada, and Maine.193 Some states, like New Jersey, started with individual cities and
municipalities passing paid sick leave laws. 194 After Jersey City and Newark passed ordinances
for paid sick time, that influenced other cities within the state to do the same. Eventually, this
led to a statewide bill requiring New Jersey employers to provide paid sick time to their
employees.195 Maine was the most recent addition to the list, changing the law during the
pandemic to require paid sick leave for employees. 196
Regardless of state minimum statutory mandates, many private employers voluntarily
provide paid sick leave as an important benefit. From a practical perspective, that means that the
186
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availability of paid sick leave varies by geography, occupation, size of employer, and
geography. 197 Paid sick leave seems to more broadly cover workers in the top quarter of
earnings, with around only 31% of people in the lowest-earning tenth having coverage. Another
difference is between the public and private sector.198 More government workers have access to
paid sick leave than their private counterparts.
While this uneven coverage is problematic for both workers and society (from a public
health perspective), gig workers are in an even more precarious position than most workers.
This precarity arises because the state laws on sick leave discussed above will only apply to
“employees.” Based on the gig work model, workers only earn money on platforms as they
complete tasks; they are not provided benefits like paid time off or paid sick leave. As such
those who rely on gig work as a source of primary income are often forced into an untenable
choice between working sick and paying for necessities like food and shelter.199 Recently, the
City of Seattle, Washington, passed laws that guaranteed workers (regardless of employment
status) paid sick and safe days.200 Seattle’s municipal government chose to be expansive in their
coverage so that regardless of rulings on the issue of employee status, gig workers would be
entitled to paid sick leave.
3. Hazard Pay
In April of 2020, federal legislation was proposed to provide additional pay to essential
workers. 201 The idea behind hazard pay, or, “hero pay,” as some have referred to it, was to
compensate frontline workers for the increased risk of contagion they would likely face on the
job. However, the federal legislation on this subject failed to pass.202 Nonetheless, some grocery
stores and other businesses decided to pay an additional “hero” bonus of a few extra dollars per
hour. Unions took up the cause of hazard pay, using it to push for wage increases. And some
municipalities mandated an additional $2-4 per hour payment of hazard pay, with laws aimed at
larger businesses that employed a critical mass of essential workers.203
But most hazard pay was a temporary measure. In the summer of 2020, many retail
companies ended hazard pay and instead replaced it with a one-time bonus for essential
197
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workers.204 And despite the fact that the pandemic continued on, some employers pushed back
against hazard pay for frontline workers. For example, Kroger closed two of its grocery stores in
Seattle, Washington, claiming that those closures were in response to the higher wages required
as hazard pay. 205 Meanwhile, many essential workers pointed to low wages and argued that they
needed a higher pay scale to be compensated for their risk they were taking. However, just as in
previous pandemics, those who kept working and taking risks were often those who were in the
most marginal occupational and financial positions.206
C. Continuing Issues and Problems
Despite legislative extension of certain temporary employment rights to gig workers, some
problems remain. The systems that would allow gig workers to access unemployment and sick
leave were cobbled together rapidly, and many gig workers had trouble accessing their benefits.
Other practices, like tip baiting, emerged during the pandemic and are part of a larger discussion
of fair pay for work on digital platforms. While gig work companies have stepped up to address
some of these issues, some problems remain. Most of these problems stem from the continued
ambiguities about gig worker employment status.
1.

Accessing Benefits

Although the PUA’s extended unemployment benefits have been a positive development
for gig workers overall, some gig workers in particular reported difficulties accessing the PUA
benefits. 207 Part of the difficulty . Eligibility for the PUA program was generally the same across
the nation, but the actual process of qualification, application, and disbursement were all
administered at the state-level.208 The split federal-state process meant that some state
unemployment agencies required that an individual first file for traditional state unemployment
compensation, receive a rejection letter, and then re-file a new claim with the state for the PUA
program. 209 With unemployment systems already bogged down by claims during an extreme
period of high unemployment, these kinds of burdensome bureaucratic systems created serious
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delays.210 In many states, gig workers complained that the system was slow, difficult to use, and
unwieldy. 211 Since many gig workers make less than minimum wage, this delay was a serious
problem for many living paycheck-to-paycheck. Because of these financial pressures, some gig
workers described the process of filing for unemployment as “nerve-wracking.”212 Another gig
worker went further, describing the situation as “a terrible sort of Kafkaesque, bureaucratic
nightmare,” after he tried to phone the unemployment office 600 times and received a busy
signal every time he called.213
Although there were some problems with initial implementation and several months of
delay, by mid-May 2020 at least 37 states were able to start distributing PUA payments to gig
workers. But gig workers have reported ongoing problems with accessing these benefits even
beyond May 2020. Laid-off or furloughed workers describe two hour waits on phone calls, only
to have the call then drop, or email inboxes that just bounce back to the sender, unread.214 As
mentioned earlier, part of the difficulty was no doubt attributable to the vast influx of new
claims. But other delays were caused because traditionally gig workers and other independent
workers were not listed in W-2 income tax reports, which generally are used by state
unemployment agencies to determine eligibility for benefits. 215 Outdated filing systems and old
computer networks also contributed to delays, as well as the fact that during the pandemic there
were a spate of fraudulent unemployment filings that needed to be investigated.216 The Federal
Bureau of Investigation noted that the pandemic brought a spike in fraudulent unemployment
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insurance claims and accompanying identity theft.217
Problems with wait times and bureaucracy were also a problem for gig workers who tried
to access paid sick leave.218 For example, one Instacart worker had gotten tested for COVID and
was waiting to hear what his status was, but rather than being given access to sick leave, the
worker was deactivated from the platform. Others complained about the excessive
documentation that was needed once they received a COVID-19 diagnosis. Still others noted
that they were confused, and never given instructions about how to access the paid leave
program. As one Uber driver who had tried (unsuccessfully) to access sick leave benefits put it:
“They sent me a link that didn’t work. They said that a doctor or public-health
official would have to log in and create an account with a medical ID to submit a
special request form. My doctor was frankly so busy she couldn’t. We make Uber
literally all of their money and I can’t even afford my insulin in the state of Texas.
They couldn’t even throw us a bone?”219
Again, some of these systems were new, but other workers felt like all they were getting was the
runaround. All of these factors contributed to the sense of frustration that gig workers had in
trying to access these new sick leave benefits.
Many of the problems gig workers encountered in accessing benefits stemmed from their
ambiguous employment status pre-pandemic. These ambiguities meant that state unemployment
divisions apparently never viewed gig workers as full and equal participants in the labor force.
As such, when gig workers were finally granted benefits in the CARES Act, state unemployment
offices were caught off guard. Despite benefits specifically earmarked for gig workers, they still
ended up marginalized based on unemployment offices’ pre-existing structural limitations, like
using W-2 information to determine eligibility for benefits. And so, once again, the ambiguous
legal status of gig workers led to problems.
2.

Tip-Baiting and Other Deceptive Practices

Beyond the difficulty accessing unemployment benefits and paid sick leave, gig workers
during the pandemic also contended with problems that concerned proper payment for their
work. In some ways this is nothing new. Earnings on various platforms have been the subject of
many controversies in the past. Workers have sued gig companies because of payment problems
and a lack of transparency around charges, fees, and how payments have been calculated.220
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But in addition to these problems that have long-been a feature of work on digital
platforms, a new practice called “tip baiting” started to become a major problem during the
pandemic. The practice of tip baiting involved customers posting a large amount as a tip in order
to get prompt fulfillment of their order, and then those same customers later editing down the tip
amount. For example, one gig worker on Instacart noted a promised tip of $55 on a grocery
order, only to have the customer remove it the next day.221 The removal of the tip left her
demoralized, as most of her earnings from that day had instantly evaporated.222 The practical
result of tip baiting is to take the money away from the gig worker who earned it. 223 The practice
seems incredibly problematic and deceptive, a type of bait-and-switch played on workers. Yet
most grocery delivery platforms do allow the customer time to either raise or lower the amount
of tip provided. The practice of tip baiting seemed to pick up steam when there were shortages
during the spring and summer of 2020. Indeed, tip baiting was one of the issues leading to some
of the work stoppages during the spring and summer of 2020 on many gig platforms. 224
More generally, tip baiting and other practices like it bring to the forefront the fact that
gig workers deserve to have fair and transparent wage structures for their work. Such fair pay
structures would include minimum wages that incorporate time that is spent looking for work
and time in between various tasks undertaken on the platform. Gig workers can sometimes
struggle to make minimum wage for on-demand apps that require in person work. Those
crowdworkers who only do tasks online on average earn only half the U.S. minimum wage. 225
(That is half of the old minimum wage of $7.25 / hour, not the proposed enhanced minimum
wage of $15/hour, that was considered and then blocked by the Senate in February of 2021).226
Fair pay remains as a continuing struggle for gig workers.
Gig workers faced other problems during the pandemic, too, like not having adequate
restroom facilities or places where they could wash their hands. 227 While these are continuing
221
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problems that will be need to be addressed, the fact is that at least the pandemic moved some gig
workers closer to parity with employees, if only on a temporary basis. But when gig workers tried
to access the benefits provided by the expanded PUA plan, they often encountered confusion about
their employment status, and as a result, their claims and payments were delayed and their needs
minimized. During the pandemic, this issue of employee classification has translated into lost
benefits, delayed benefits, and additional stress for gig workers.228 The same has been true for the
difficulties that gig workers have encountered with accessing their new sick leave benefits.229 The
way towards solving these problems more permanently is clear – and it involves parity for gig
workers with other employees.
V.

THE ARGUMENT FOR PARITY

There is not much good that has come out of the 2020 coronavirus pandemic, which has
been a time of suffering for so many. But at least the pandemic has served as a catalyst for a
long-needed “jumpstart” for gig worker’s rights. Prior to the pandemic, gig work was viewed
more as marginal work done only convenience. Now, more people are aware that gig work is
real work, and attitudes are starting to change. Indeed, when the pandemic struck, grocery
delivery shoppers, meal delivery workers, and on-demand rideshare drivers were all understood
to be working at important jobs and were considered “essential” workers under most people’s
understandings as well as under the law. As a result, the CARES Act and related legislation
provided temporary unemployment and paid sick leave programs that treated gig workers the
same as employees.
At the same time that all these events were taking place for gig workers, many salaried
or 9-to-5 employees started working from home, using online platforms on a regular basis to
complete their work. The result of all these changes is that old categories between remote work
and in-person work, or work that needed to facilitated on an app simply can no longer be
maintained. Where once those kinds of technological distinctions might have justified
differential treatment for gig workers, the reality is that these categories have begun to blur and
collapse. This next Section examines the trends, discussions, and changes in the law to argue in
favor of parity for gig workers.
A.

The Essential Worker Paradox

The discourse on gig workers during the pandemic presents what I call the essential worker
paradox: How can workers be essential and yet at the same time be completely disregarded when
they try to gain the basic protections that employees receive? The paradox might be explained by
separating out the concept of essential work from the people who are deemed essential workers.
Essential work is the labor that needs to happen in order for society to function; food and
228
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agriculture production, energy production, the provision of medical services, and transportation,
to name a few examples. This work is of critical importance, and without it the consequences to
the economy and to health would be dire. Essential workers, on the other hand, are the people
who of necessity are needed to produce the essential work.
While essential work is valued and valorized, the notion often seems to be separated from
the essential workers who are involved in actually providing it. We can see this distinction in the
statistics about how essential workers are underpaid compared to other employees, or the news
stories about large grocery chains shuttering stores rather than provide hazard pay to store cashiers
and clerks.230 The lower wages and casual attitude toward safety for frontline workers means that
essential workers are not being treated as if they are critical, important, unique, or irreplaceable.
In fact, perhaps because of the risks that gig workers are taking, it often seems they are often
treated as disposable. Gig workers and other frontline workers are taking the risks that others do
not want to take, and are doing so out of economic necessity. As one French gig worker put it,
“on est la chair a canon,” which means, “we are cannon fodder.”231 Indeed, it is hard to understand
how the work could be seen as important, and yet so little consideration be given to the person
who is performing that work.
The attempted division of work from the worker providing the labor also has a long
tradition, and has in the past led to labor abuses. There, the labor that people provided was
prized, but the workers themselves were treated poorly. In fact, these are the reasons that the
organizing documents of the United Nations – International Labor Office declared that labor is
not a commodity. 232 In other words, work is done by people, and the personhood and human
rights of the worker must exist separately and distinctly from the importance of the work being
done. To put it in another perspective, the view recognizes that the person who is working has a
value and worth a human being beyond what they are able to produce.
These human rights concepts can help us to disentangle the essential worker paradox.
We must not claim that work is essential but then treat gig workers as disposable. And we know
that gig workers, out of any frontline workers, are among the most marginalized because of the
continuing problems around their legal status. But knowing how and why these terms are being
confused and in some instances exploited opens up an opportunity when we look at the essential
work and essential workers in tandem. Gig workers took enough risks during this pandemic to
say that they have truly are essential, and thus have earned parity with employees.
B. We are All Gig Workers Now
As over 50 million Americans moved from full-time in person work to some form of
hybrid work or to work from home, remote work became more normalized. And as computer
intermediated work will likely continue to become more ubiquitous, most of the reasons for
excluding gig workers from employee status seem increasingly problematic and out of touch
with the way that work is being performed.
To take an example, consider office workers who used to work in an office but then
switched to working from home during the pandemic. Remote work was possible for these
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office workers because they used digital platforms to connect them with their supervisors, co
workers, and subordinates. Those office workers still would be considered employees even if
they had the flexibility to sign in and complete work during flexible working hours, perhaps as
they managed household chores or helped children with virtual school. The old arguments about
why gig workers should be left out of employment protections, typically framed around flexible
work schedules, seem hollow in light of these fundamental changes to the structure of work.
And because so many workers have switched to remote work, this is even more of a
reason why employee status for gig workers is such an important concern. Within the fissured
workplace, many jobs could be split up, outsourced, or put onto digital platforms.233 And the
lack of any fundamental rights for gig workers creates the incentives for that to happen. If we
stop to think about it, solidarity with gig workers makes sense for workers across the
occupational hierarchy. And it makes even more sense in light of the incredible sacrifices that
gig workers have made during the pandemic so that others could stay safe.
C. Moving from Temporary to Permanent Rights
Temporary rights and protections in the wake of the pandemic are one thing; but they are
not enough to reward gig workers fully for their sacrifices during the pandemic.234 The schism
between those who are employees, and those who are being denied coverage only because they
use a platform to access their work is increasingly unfair and illogical, as noted above. The
changes that were implemented during the pandemic on a temporary basis should remain. 235
Access to paid sick leave and unemployment protections should be made permanent for gig
workers.
Beyond unemployment and paid sick leave, there are other protections that gig workers
need. For example, having a reasonable minimum wage that included time searching for work or
getting to work would help with financial stability. Allowing gig workers to sue for
discrimination and harassment would mean that fewer gig workers would be sidelined by
prejudices or unfair employment practices. The ability to join a union and bargain collectively
would be absolutely key. And the right to blow the whistle on wrongdoing at work, without fear
of reprisal, would also be important. In listing these benefits which would help gig workers, it
becomes more obvious that these are the typical rights of employees. In fact, employment law
has already largely sorted out the important needs, rights, and responsibilities of employees.236
Gig workers have earned these same rights.
There are counterarguments. While it might be difficult to argue that gig workers were
only working on trivial matters (due to their service during the pandemic), platforms might try to
argue that the employee model would be too expensive to maintain. Or, as they did during the
Proposition 22 campaign in California, platforms might argue that making workers employees
would take away their flexibility and freedom of contract. Finally, there is also an argument that
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even some employees who are essential workers were not treated particularly well during the
pandemic. 237 For example, at the beginning of the pandemic, health care workers who wanted to
wear N-95 masks while treating patients were often reprimanded or fired. 238 Incredibly, the
justification at that time was that hospitals and doctor’s practices did not want to worry or alarm
patients.239 Some retail and grocery store workers were violently attacked when they attempted
to enforce mandatory mask policies in stores.240
There are rebuttals to these counter arguments that I believe are convincing. All
businesses struggle with costs and profitability, but they still must provide minimum wage to
their workers. As platforms were just starting, perhaps they needed room to experiment, but
these are well-established businesses now. Further, part-time work can still be flexible and yet
come under the ambit of “employee” protection. Businesses can and should treat their workers
with dignity and fair wages the same way that traditional businesses do. Finally, negative
treatment of frontline employees is hardly a reason to deny another group of workers the rights
that they deserve. In fact, these disturbing stories of frontline employees being treated poorly is
more likely a reason that we should try to raise the standards for all workers, not a reason to
withhold benefits from gig workers.
This Article has pointed to several key reasons that lead to the conclusion that there should
be parity for gig workers with employees. That change would have important implications. Apart
from minimum wages, unemployment benefits, and discrimination protections it would also mean
that gig workers could join unions. Presumably increased gig worker power and pressure from
unions would mean an end to deceptive practices like “tip baiting,” which harm only the workers,
but not the platforms. 241 Gig worker parity could be accomplished through legislation, by court
decisions, or by Acts of Congress. But the way forward depends on securing protections for all
workers, regardless of the technology they may use to help them accomplish their work.
VI.

CONCLUSION

During the 2020 coronavirus pandemic gig workers have been of tremendous service,
delivering meals and groceries, providing transportation, and increasing their own exposures to
illness and disease to make sure that others could stay at home during lockdowns. A full
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recognition of those sacrifices should result in gig workers receiving the same labor and
employment law protections and benefits that employees traditionally receive.
Indeed, these employment protections for gig workers will be critical so that they will be
able to engage fully in the hoped-for robust post-pandemic economic recovery. As voters,
unions, companies, and policymakers grapple with the aftermath of the pandemic and its impact
on the world of work generally, the sacrifices and service of gig workers during this time should
not be forgotten. Without a doubt, gig workers have proven themselves worthy of the same labor
market protections that employees receive under the law. The trend toward parity that started in
the pandemic needs to be continued, and is one of the few bright spots of hope during a difficult
and tragic time.
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